
‘Babies have so much to tell us if we learn how to listen’

Listening to the  
Voice of the Baby
Using creative methods to support an understanding of 
baby’s voice and enhance parent-infant relationships

https://www.childreninwales.org.uk/
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Background

CTM Early Years Transformation Programme is a Welsh Government-funded programme where 
regions across Wales are piloting new ways of working, with a particular focus on local authority, 
health and voluntary organisations working together to improve support for families with 
children up to the age of 7 years.

CTM have been developing services to support families with infants during the first 1000 days 
(i.e. this is the period from when someone becomes pregnant up until the little one is 2 years).

This pilot explored whether using creative methods such as music, movement, dance, and play 
can enhance the relationship and understanding of the non-verbal cues between a parent and 
his/her baby/infant. 

Sandra and Eleanor from Harnisch-Lacey Dance were contracted to plan and deliver 8 music 
and movement sessions. 

Anna from Children in Wales was contracted to provide expertise and input to support an 
understanding and awareness of Baby Voice and lead on the evaluation of the pilot project. 

Kate, a Talk and Play Worker with the Resilient Families Service in Rhondda Cynon Taf, was 
asked to attend to support the delivery of sessions and provide support to the parents and 
babies whilst considering learning opportunities to expand to wider audiences. 

Hannah from Rhondda Cynon Taf and Merthyr Tydfil Educational Psychology Service undertook 
an independent focus group.



Key Objective 

To raise awareness of the importance of strong parent-infant relationships and promote 
understanding/awareness of “the baby’s voice” with service users through involvement 
in creative activities and approaches, whilst also evaluating the impact/experience of the 
parents and babies.

Aims of Pilot

To pilot a parent/carer and baby programme which promotes secure parent-infant 
relationships whilst demonstrating, through music and movement, the dynamic and 
interactive exchange of cues between parent and baby. 

Demonstrate how to recognise baby’s cues and how baby responds to your emotional cues, 
such as gestures and your tone of voice.

To cascade key messages and raise awareness of the importance of secure parent-infant 
relationships, in addition to being able to recognise and respond to the ‘baby’s voice.’ 

55
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Definitions

Baby voice is the term used to convey an understanding that babies have their own minds 
and want to communicate from birth. Babies have unique nonverbal ways of expressing 
themselves and their capacities to feel, to form close and secure relationships and to explore 
their environment and learn. This can be through sounds, but also physicality: body language 
such as reaching or nodding, or facial expressions like smiling.

Parent-infant relationship A secure parent-infant relationship is a core component 
of Resilience and a child’s ability to weather life’s ups and downs (Darling et al). Early 
experiences with parents, siblings, other relatives, and caregivers affect how children form 
relationships, learn, and experience and regulate their emotions and behaviour (Joyce, 2015).
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The process

8 Music and Movement sessions took place between November 2023 and January 2024.

The sessions were open to parents and babies 9months and under living in the CTM Health 
Board area.  Parents were recruited via Welsh and English adverts/posters (Appendix 1) 
shared with Early Years Professionals in the Rhondda Cynon Taf and Merthyr regions. 

Parents completed a consent form, which outlined the project and confirmed they were 
happy to take part and have photos and video taken. (Appendix 2).

Sandra and Eleanor (Artists) facilitated the sessions, Anna (Policy Officer) provided key 
messages and encouraged dialogue and conversations around the Baby’s Voice, Kate (Early 
Years worker) provided general support and insight into how this pilot could be used in 
further groups. 

A videographer attended two sessions in week 3 and 6 to capture the process and interview 
parents and practitioners. View the video here: Children in Wales | Baby Voice

Each session ran from 10-11.30am and included a range of music, movement, sensory 
activities and often centred on a book.

The sessions followed a template plan (Appendix 3) but were responsively planned following 
reflection of the previous session and the needs and requirements of the parents and 
babies who attended. Sessions allowed space for babies to lead and parents to take notice 
and follow the direction and interest of the baby. A full session plan example is provided in 
(Appendix 4). 

The room was set up as a relaxed and calm environment with plenty of space for movement 
and exploration. Extra sensory activities were provided to complement and build on the 
sessions and to encourage babies to try new things.

Example of room set up and sensory activity

https://www.childreninwales.org.uk/professionals/our-work/early-years/baby-voice/
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A key message was shared each week; the messages were designed specifically for this pilot 
and were phrased from the perspective of the baby.

The message chosen each week was used to support and complement the activities. Example of 
key messages:

‘As you listen to me you will understand me more. I express what I like and don’t 
like through my gaze, movement, facial expressions, noises and sounds I make. 
Yes, I do cry, but I am only trying to tell you something’. 

‘I need opportunities to express myself as I explore, play and have the chance to 
make choices.’ 

Full list of key messages can be found in (Appendix 5).

Example of key message displayed in room
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Facilitators reinforced and tailored the ‘key message’ in practical and more subtle ways by ‘noticing’ 
things together, modelling and more explicitly messaging, such as directly giving prompts:

“Give them a choice and find out which one you think they like best.” 

“Look at how he is responding to that, he is kicking his legs and reaching out.”

At the end of each session parents and babies took home the key message of the week in a keyring 
format and a ‘give away’ relating to something that had been used in the session. This allowed 
parents and babies to continue experiencing the activities, creativity, and learning at home.

The give aways included:

• A Bookstart Bag

• Scarf

• Rattle

• Feather

• Rainbow toy

• Teddy bear

• Finger puppets

• Baby play book

After each session, the facilitators held a debrief to reflect on how the session went and to 
discuss ideas and suggestions for the following week. These debriefs allowed a responsive and 
collaborative approach, offering a consistent and informed approach from all those involved. 

Take home messages and sample of gifts
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A range of methods were used to evaluate the process, and these included:

Observations

Two formal observations took place in week 2, and 5 (a small observation took place in 
week 3 due to one baby not attending week 2) where baby – parent dyads were filmed 
intermittently. The footage was later reviewed, and the baby's interactions were analysed 
using the 7 engagement signalsi. The nature and quality of the baby’s engagement were 
analysed on a five-point scale of – apprehensive, tentative, attuned, secure, and confident.

Engagement Signals:

• Attuned – intensely watching, eye tracking or focused on whatever or whoever they’re 
attuned to.

• Absorbed – intensive attention for a period of time, including ignoring distraction.

• Mirroring – repeating or copying vocal or physical movements

• Responsive – open body language, smiling, nodding, or reaching. 

• Interactive – two-way exchange watching other person and engaging with their actions 
and movements.

• Instigative – provoking action in others through own physical response or vocalisation.

• Experimental – taking individual action with materials or props. Self-led investigation, 
exploring what happens if...

These engagement signals give us a language for understanding how children show us 
what they enjoy and what inspires them. Through noticing what absorbs them, or moves 
them to interact, we can learn more about what is important to them and their personalities. 

Full list of engagement signals (Appendix 6).

Evaluation methods
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Questionnaires 

Parents completed a pre and post questionnaire (Appendix 7) where they ranked their 
understanding of their baby’s need, their confidence in responding and recognition of what 
their baby is trying to communicate. More open questions explored parents understanding of 
baby voice and the parent infant relationship.

Reflective Questions

Parents were asked the following two questions at the end of each session:

• What did you enjoy most?

• What did you think your baby enjoyed most?

Responses were recorded by the practitioners to allow for literacy differences.

Example of responses shared to questions 
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Debrief sessions

All facilitators took part in a debrief/reflection at the end of each session, to note any overall 
observations and reflectively plan for the following week. Conversations focused on:

• What worked well

• How did parents and babies respond

• Improvements and learning for following week

A final more detailed reflection and debrief session took place after the last session.

Focus group

A focus group was run independently by Dr Hannah Togneri from the Educational Psychology 
service. This took place the week after the last session. The results were independently 
analysed, the findings are detailed both in this report (summary) and separately (in full) and 
incorporated into the key findings.

12
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All the evaluation methods have been analysed and the results and findings are below:

In total 6 parents and babies attended the sessions with 3 completing the pre and post 
evaluations. The following analysis is based on the 3 families who completed the full 
evaluation process.

The debrief sessions that facilitators took part in added a richer dimension to the analysis 
process and allowed reflections of both the process and more general observations of 
parents and babies. 

There was a high ratio of facilitators to parents and babies, sometimes 1:1. Although this was 
not the initial plan, it was clear that the focused interactions with parents really supported 
the sessions and allowed the key messages to be both reinforced and tailored and in turn 
empowered and built parents' confidence. It also allowed time and space to really get to 
know families and develop trust. 

The first two sessions were quite structured to allow parents and babies to settle, the 
following weeks allowed more space and freedom for babies to lead and for parents to listen 
and respond. This was a gradual process as it was unfamiliar and unnatural for some parents, 
who needed guidance, support, and role modelling opportunities. 

“Planning is the handrails not the handcuffs.” Artist

The parents and babies responded well to reduced structure and thrived in this environment 
as they felt more confident to get down to their baby’s level and became more naturally 
responsive to what their baby was telling them. Parents were given the opportunity to choose 
words for the songs or adapt activities, meaning they weren't always following set ideas or 
being told what to do.

The facilitators recognised that ‘connection’ was the key to the success of this pilot project. 
The trust that was built between the facilitators and their array of skills and expertise allowed 
them to adapt and respond in a natural and seamless way. 

The key messages were displayed clearly for all parents to see and were referred to in both 
a formal way during the session and informal way throughout activities. Although received 
well, it was agreed that more time at the start would be spent reading and discussing the key 
message to allow more time for parents to engage and understand. Although we didn't see 
a direct difference due to this change, it did appear that this allowed a ‘pause for thought’ 
moment before entering the full session. 

Analysis 
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Parents commented that the atmosphere and space created for them and their babies felt 
safe, supportive, and nonjudgmental. By session 7, there was a marked difference in both 
parents and babies, who appeared more relaxed and confident. The babies were more vocal 
and displayed positive facial expressions and parents didn't appear in a rush to move their 
baby to the next activity but stayed or returned to activities that their baby appeared to enjoy. 

The debrief and reflection sessions were vital to the success of this pilot project, offering 
space for reflective and responsive planning to meet the needs of all involved.

The formal observations of both the baby and parent gave us an insight into their experiences 
of the sessions. As the sessions progressed there was a marked difference in the quality and 
nature of the observation signals moving from apprehensive to attuned and secure. By the 
second observation all the babies showed an attuned interactive or instigative stance. 

There were elements of apprehension noted through all the observation and often in 
response to new activities or due to the ‘mood’ of the baby on the day. For the youngest  
baby involved (Baby 2 –3 months) loud sounds or new sensory experiences led to an 
apprehensive observation. 
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All 7 engagement signals were noted through the observations, with absorbed and attuned 
ranking the highest in first observation and attuned and interactive ranking the highest in 
second observations. Experimental was only observed during the second observations.

Mirroring is the only engagement signal that decreases, the results of this don’t correspond 
with the facilitators overall observations of the sessions. Therefore, it is worth noting a 
limitation of these observations, it only provides a snapshot and should not be considered as a 
standalone but alongside the other evaluation methods. 

This graph highlights the number of engagement signals noted in the selected time, it includes 
multiple observations for each baby.
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It is difficult to fully analyse the group results due to the individual nature of the observations. 
Therefore, individual examples and extracts from observations for each engagement signal 
are provided below:

Attuned 

Baby 2 watched and focused on the artist when singing wheels on the bus.

Absorbed  

Baby 2 focused on mum's face and was not distracted by the bubbles. 

Mirroring 

Baby 1 lifted his feet in the tip toe part of the bear hunt story.

Baby 2 copies mouth shapes that mum is making and started to make small sounds. 

Responsive 

Baby 3 lifts arms and legs towards the parachute and turns body and arms to reach for the 
bubbles being blow above him.

Interactive

Baby 1 leant forward when lying on mum's knees trying to reach the puppets mum was using 
to tell a story. 

Instigative

Baby 2 grabbed and tapped the box and artist responded with ‘it's like a drum’ and baby 2 
kept banging the box with great enjoyment.

Experimental 

Baby 3 explored the tray of toys, banged the stone to make a loud noise, bite the foil and 
tried everything in his mouth.

Baby 2 crawled towards a tower of stacked cups and first touched it to see what would 
happen, then went back, and pushed harder until it fell over.
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The pre and post questionnaires allowed us to measure if the sessions built on parents’ 
understanding, confidence and awareness regarding baby voice and parent-infant 
relationships.

All ranked questions increased or stayed the same from pre to post. There was an average 
increase of 3 points: the biggest increase was in response to the second and third questions 
about feeling confident to respond to baby’s needs and understanding what baby is trying to 
communicate or tell us.
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Parents were asked the following open-ended questions pre and post:

• How does your baby communicate with you?

• What do you understand by the term Baby Voice?

• How as a parent can you support your baby to have a 'voice' and empower your baby  
to communicate with others?

In response to ‘how does your baby communicate with you?’ and ‘What do you understand 
by the term Baby Voice?’ parents’ pre answers focused on baby's vocal cues such as crying, 
babbling and grizzly. Whereas the post responses expanded awareness to baby’s body 
language and facial expressions. The term Baby Voice was not directly introduced or discussed 
with parents, the key messages allowed them to discover, learn and understand this concept 
during the sessions. The questionnaire results really demonstrate that parents’ knowledge of 
baby’s voice had expanded from the traditional understanding of voice to a wider awareness of 
the multiple ways that babies communicate with us, aligning with the definition of ‘baby voice’ 
used in this report. 

When asked about how to support and empower their baby the pre answers were limited 
and included ‘listen to,’ ‘interact,’ and ‘socialise.’ The post answers offered much more depth 
and mainly focused on importance of talking to baby and answering/responding to them, 
interpreting their feelings, and using this to help others understand baby more. 

The post responses clearly show a deeper understanding and practical awareness of what 
baby voice is and how as a parent you can support your baby. 

A more informal evaluation took place at the end of each session; parents were asked to reflect 
on what they had enjoyed and what their baby had enjoyed. This gave them the opportunity to 
reflect on the session both for themselves and for their baby and allowed us to analyse if the 
‘key messages’ supported parents to understand and tune into their baby’s preferences. 

1
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In the first few weeks, parents responded with a specific activity that they enjoyed and for 
some parents these simple answers continued throughout.

“Finger puppets and changing songs accordingly for them”

“Getting new ideas to play at home”

Parents were able to recognise their enjoyment of something could be different from their 
baby’s and, over the weeks, they shared more awareness of how they were noticing this in 
their responses to the question ‘what do you think your baby enjoyed most?’:

“Peek-a-boo as she was smiling throughout it”

“Any physical movement, he was swaying and kicking his legs”

“Enjoyed face-to-face talking, smiled at Old Macdonald ‘cow’ as it was 
familiar thing”

From week 4 some of the parents begun taking pleasure in what their baby was enjoying:

“Seeing her reaction to the zoom zoom story”

“Enjoy seeing her face as she got enjoyment from the rattle”

“Because he enjoys it, I enjoy it” 

The results clearly show that, over the weeks, parents begun to differentiate between their 
enjoyment and their baby’s enjoyment as they learnt how to step back and look at their 
baby's signals/cues and ‘voice’ through body language and tone of voice and notice what 
they enjoyed.

A vote at the end of the sessions highlighted that these two key messages had the most 
impact or most importance to the parents. 

‘As you listen to me you will understand me more. I express what I like 
and don’t like through my gaze, movement, facial expressions, noises and 
sounds I make. Yes, I do cry but I am only trying to tell you something.’

‘As you listen to me and respond to what I need, I'm watching your body 
language and facial expressions, and this can help me feel safe and help my 
brain grow and develop.’
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This section highlights the experience of parents, babies, and practitioners in their own words:

Parents views

“He gets excited when he gets here, enjoy his time here”

“I get lots of new ideas on how to play and interact with him”

“Given me confidence in what I can do at home”

“My baby is very new to me, my first baby so I am learning as I go. Have learnt how to interact 
with her and understand her a bit more.”

“Learn to understand when she is happy or sad and her cues”

“New ideas on how to interact with baby”

“The sessions are structured but not over structured which I have realised I really like”

Practitioners' views

‘Great to see parents confidence grow and the interactions between baby and parent’

‘Parents are being empowered to play with their baby in ways they wouldn’t have done before’

‘Using a reflective and reflexive approach, we have been able to build on each session’

‘The sessions allowed a power shift from parents to baby – seeing baby in own right – letting 
baby lead direction and build confidence in parents to ‘notice’ and ‘respond’.’

‘The key messages are non-judgemental and offer more of a pause for thought for parents to 
begin the session.’

‘The connections built have been the key to success’

‘The trust and chemistry between facilitators has enabled us to adapt and respond seamlessly.’

User experience 
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Babies' views

These accounts are written from the baby’s perspective based on observations and parents' 
feedback.

I recognised this room we had been here before, but the people were different. Mummy likes 
coming here and she flew me around the room when the music played, I tried lots of new 
things and Mummy stayed with me and helped me explore things. I really liked the red box 
and wanted to tap and open it all the time. Everyone learnt that I liked to knock things down 
and bang things and each week there was something new for me to try, but I always knew 
that I would be able to tap the box first! (Baby 1)

It was all a bit scary at first, there was lots of people and lots of new things. Mummy held me 
close and let me take my time to get use to everything, I started to feel safe, and things and 
sounds were becoming familiar. I liked looking around at all the new things and taking my 
time to try these things. I really enjoyed seeing Mummy’s face as she lay next to me, and we 
played peek a boo. Mummy showed me lots of new things, some things I liked and some I 
wasn’t sure of. Mummy seemed to know when I liked or didn't like something, its good when 
she understands and keeps me close to her. (Baby 2)

I like to try and do things myself and I got to try new things and explore new textures. 
Mummy gave me lots of things to hold and always took me to the things that looked exciting. 
Mummy was always close by and helped me try these new things and I started to notice that 
some sounds/songs we did I recognised. Mummy did lots of moving around and lifted me 
up and down, this was fun, and I kicked my legs and arms when I was in the air. I got upset 
when I couldn’t play with what I wanted to, but I always got a chance to go back to it or play 
with it at home, it's like everyone knew what I was trying to say. (Baby 3)

21
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Process

A focus group with three parents (all mothers) was conducted in January 2024 using the 
same location and timings as the Baby Voice sessions.

This followed a flexible approach to allow for responding to the babies’ needs.

Creative, open-ended activities were used to explore the parents’ experiences of attending 
the group.

Reflexive thematic analysis (RTA; Braun & Clarke, 2022) was used to create themes to share 
the experiences of parents. The thematic map is shown below, followed by a summary of the 
findings. These are shown alongside the parents’ own creative responses, to give a richer 
picture of their experiences. The detailed analysis can be found in (Appendix 8).

Thematic map – an overview of themes of parent experiences:

Parent Focus Group
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Summary of the findings

The parents’ spoke about comparisons with other mothers, judgments, and their struggles to 
fit societal expectations of being a “mum,” and these ideas were collected in the theme of, 
"The challenge of becoming this 'mum' person".

The second theme highlighted the isolation, challenges meeting their social needs and 
mismatches with their partners’ needs, expressed by the mothers, leading to a feeling that 
"No-one else gets it".

However, the third theme, "Developing confidence and attunement," focused on the growing 
confidence in themselves and their babies, linked to participation in the baby voice group. 
This new-found assurance was tied to understanding their baby's voice, fostering relaxation 
and attuned relationships through reflection and emotional recognition. 
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"Just a baby," shared the initial unawareness and practical focus parents had before joining 
the group. In this state, emotions of babies were seldom discussed, and professionals rarely 
inquired about the baby's feelings. 

In contrast, "Not 'just a baby'," reflected the parents' shift in perspective after learning 
about baby voice. They realised that their babies have emotions and are individuals with 
preferences, leading to a reframing of past experiences. Parents became more attuned to 
their baby's experiences and adopted a mindful approach. Importantly, parents emerged 
as translators and advocates for their babies, giving voice to their feelings, interests, and 
experiences, reflecting a deeper understanding of baby voice.

2424
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The theme, "Group as positive source of learning," described a supportive space for learning. 
Parents valued practical and easy activities that they could take into their home lives, being 
in-person (avoiding overwhelming online environments) and seeing group leaders modelling 
baby voice interactions. 

"Basking in the group" portrayed the group as a safe and friendly environment, fostering a 
sense of belonging and connection among parents. The laid-back approach, small group 
size, and continuity of project sessions contributed to a feeling of familiarity and support. The 
parents emphasised a sense of belonging which contrasts with feelings of loneliness and 
awkwardness in other groups. 

Moreover, the group is depicted as "A place where babies thrive," with a focus on interaction, 
tailored activities, routine, and social engagement promoting babies' growth, confidence, and 
agency. 

“What the group leaders bring" highlighted the essential role of leaders in the group's 
success. Unlike other group experiences, the mothers noted how the leaders actively 
engaged with and cared for the babies, fostering enthusiasm and positive relationships. 
Their interactive play invited baby participation, contributing to the learning experience. The 
leaders' genuine interest built trust and confidence among the parents, creating a supportive 
environment. This hands-on approach enhanced both parent and baby well-being.

The theme, "How to offer advice," underscores the importance of thoughtful communication 
when giving guidance to other parents. Parents valued: 

• The group leaders' approach of suggesting options

• Emphasising the use of language of "could" instead of "must" 

• Sharing personal experiences without pressuring others to adopt the same practices

• In-person discussions, providing a space for nuanced and collaborative conversations.
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The low number of parents and babies who completed the sessions means we are unable 
to generalise these findings. However, it did allow us to recognise the importance of a high 
practitioner to family ratio and the benefits of this. 

The observations were only carried out in two sessions and were limited to the time, activity, 
and baby’s ‘mood.’ They only provide a snapshot and need to be carefully considered as part 
of the whole evaluation process.

Limitations

The analysis has demonstrated some key findings and impact:

• The sessions allowed the baby’s voice to be given space, be recognised, listened to and 
heard by parents. 

• The positive connections and trust between the practitioners involved is vital to establishing 
a safe and supportive atmosphere. 

• The value of time and space dedicated to building relationships where parents and babies 
feel safe and supported.

• The power of creativity and movement to support parent-infant relationships and baby voice. 

• The key messages alongside the creative movement sessions clearly improved both parents' 
knowledge, awareness, and confidence of baby’s voice.

• A natural power shift from parent led to baby led, allowed an understanding of how to both 
recognise and be responsive to baby’s voice. 

Key Findings
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This was a pilot project, with the intention of being a learning process to allow it to be used 
and adapted in a range of settings. An early years practitioner was specifically involved in 
the pilot to focus on how the learning could be transferred and used going forward. She 
identified that:

• The pilot offers a solid foundation for parents; it highlighted the importance of parents/
carers knowing how to tune in and pick up on their baby's cues, body language and 
ultimately their voice. This understanding and awareness needs to be in place first, to 
allow the baby to establish a positive bond and trust with the parent before moving on 
to other skills such as their language and communication. 

• The key messages from the baby’s point of view can be widely shared, this perspective 
can resonate more with the parent as they see things from their baby’s perspective. It 
allows strong messages to be provided in a non-judgmental way.

Children in Wales will promote the key messages and continue to look for opportunities to 
share the learning from this pilot. 

As part of the programme, the Cwm Taf Morgannwg Early Years Transformation team have 
worked with parents and EY practitioners to develop a set of statements to represent the 
"Baby and Toddler Voice". A range of training has been implemented to develop the skills of 
early years professionals to engage in conversations with families about their relationships 
with their babies. In addition, a digital "Box Set" of resources is being developed including 
links to professionally developed information and advice, which therefore support parents 
with understanding their babies 

Harnisch-Lacey Dance would like to extend the reach of this work by touring public spaces 
such as libraries across the Cwm Taf Morgannwg region. She would deliver a 'Baby 
Voice' workshop for parents and carers and their babies (0-9 months) introducing the key 
messages in a fun, creative and interactive session. Take-away material would be provided to 
encourage and support parents and carers to start on this journey. 

We hope that this pilot will both inspire and equip others to begin to work in a new and 
unique way bringing an exciting understanding and awareness of baby voice. 

For further information on the project...

Cwm Taf PSB website 
Children in Wales website

Next Steps

https://www.ourcwmtaf.wales/
https://www.childreninwales.org.uk/professionals/our-work/early-years/baby-voice/
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Appendix 1: Baby Voice Poster

Appendix 2: Baby Voice Parent Information Sheet and Consent Form

Appendix 3: Template Lesson Plan

Appendix 4: Session Plan Example

Appendix 5: Key Messages

Appendix 6: Starcatcher's Engagement Signals

Appendix 7: Pre and Post Questionnaire

Appendix 8: Parent Focus Group Full Findings

i Reflective Practice Template (starcatchers.org.uk)

Appendices
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https://www.childreninwales.org.uk/application/files/3317/1154/0154/Appendix_1_Baby_Voice_Poster.pdf
https://www.childreninwales.org.uk/application/files/1417/1154/0401/Appendix_2_Baby_Voice_Parent_information_sheet_and_consent_form.pdf
https://www.childreninwales.org.uk/application/files/1217/1154/0783/Appendix_3_Template_Session_Plan.docx
https://www.childreninwales.org.uk/application/files/8717/1154/0804/Appendix_4_Session_plan_example.docx
https://www.childreninwales.org.uk/application/files/7517/1154/0820/Appendix_5_Key_messages.docx
https://www.childreninwales.org.uk/application/files/2417/1154/0598/Appendix_6_Starcatchers_Engagment_Signals.pdf
https://www.childreninwales.org.uk/application/files/9917/1154/0840/Appendix_7_Pre_and_post_questionnaire.docx
https://www.childreninwales.org.uk/application/files/9917/1154/0840/Appendix_7_Pre_and_post_questionnaire.docx
https://starcatchers.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/Engagment-Signals-Resource.pdf

